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1. Introduction
•

The Alabaré Community Self-Build for Veterans in Leominster is the result of a true partnership,
formed with a shared vision to deliver a flagship quality housing scheme, while helping socially
excluded Veterans to rebuild their lives. It is a powerful example of what can be done when
public, private and third sector organisations work together with a unified purpose.

•

Finding a site is never easy but with the help of Hereford Council (HC) and Stonewater Housing
Association (SHA) we located a potential scheme in Leominster, 5 miles north of Hereford in late
2018. Having previous knowledge of the site, SHA agreed to demolish and rebuild a dilapidated
number of occupied dwellings desperately needing re-generation, acquiring another piece of
ground adjacent, owned by HC. We were able to align with this plan and the scene was set for a
multi-agency Veteran’s self-build, at what was known as Waterworks Lane.

1.1 Veteran Involvement
•

Veterans Self Build evolved about 10 years ago as part of the extensive work done by the
Community Self Build Agency (CSBA). The CSBA has a long and successful track record in
positively influencing communities, where there is a history of social exclusion and where
regeneration and innovation are critical pathways to stability and future growth. The
Veterans project was initiated to help forge a more permanent solution to Veteran
homelessness and unemployment and merged with the charity, Alabaré Christian Care and
Support 18 months ago. Alabaré, founded in 1991, supports homeless, vulnerable, and
marginalised people and through initiatives such as self-build, help veterans transform their
lives. This is done by providing temporary (often supported) or permanent accommodation
or helping them gain new skills and the confidence to seek wider opportunities.

•

Self-Build has two aspects to it. The obvious primary outcome is a number of dwellings. But
more importantly, the self-builder rebuilds their life by building their home. The site itself
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becomes a platform for recovery and transformation, leading to paid work and independent
living.
•

One other important output from the scheme, is the multi-agency approach that the scheme
encourages. In Leominster’s case, the operational group that looks at every veteran’s need
on an individual basis, has been very effective and proves that ‘around a table’, many thorny
issues can be resolved, and the overall service improved.

•

Over 20 veterans interfaced and benefitted from the scheme. The COVID-19 -19 pandemic
elongated the plan dramatically and some veterans left early but nevertheless were given
the right support. For the purposes of this summery 15 veterans are featured who had an
overall impact on the economic scales of measurement. It is important to emphasise that
while veterans will have many opportunities to learn new skills on the building site
potentially leading to employment, it is the personal development aspect that is
fundamental to recovery. The site, its rigour and its creativity improve attitude, mindset, and
mental health that, when aligned, will lead to a veteran reintegrating willingly back into the
community and becoming a good tenant.

1.2 Stonewater HA Perspective
•

•

A Stonewater strategic objective is to improve and enhance the lives of individuals and the
communities. This project highlights how local organisations, councils and charities can work
in partnership with each other, to make a real difference.
Working with a local construction company, Harper Group Construction Ltd, a group of local
ex-armed services personnel took part in a community build development of 19 affordable
new homes in Waterworks Lane, Leominster. A proportion of the properties built, consisting
of 1 to 2-bedroom flats and 1 to 3-bedroom houses, were allocated exclusively for ex-service
personnel.

•

The housing scheme was built on land previously occupied by 1970s-built maisonettes, and
an adjacent piece of unused land. The project redeveloped and reinvigorated the area with
modern, desirable, and affordable housing for individuals, couples, and families, with an
attractive community outdoor space and locally produced public art as well.

•

The veterans gained valuable skills and qualifications during the build. This is helping them
find permanent employment in the future. It has dramatically improved their quality of life
while generating skilled workers for the construction industry. Reintegration back into the
community and the reunification of families are key success factors.
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1.3 Armed Forces Covenant Perspective
•

With a large armed forces presence in Herefordshire, it is vital that a range of support
services are provided for ex-service personnel in the county. Adjusting to life outside of
active service can be a challenging time, so assistance with gaining employment and housing
while maintaining health and wellbeing is invaluable. This flagship collaboration between
Hereford Council, Alabaré Community Self Build for Veterans, Longleigh Foundation,
Stonewater Housing Association, SSAFA and the Royal British Legion (who withdrew support
halfway) is a ground-breaking community build development enabling veterans to gain
valuable, employment-ready construction skills and experience, whilst building brand-new
homes for them and their families to live in.

2. Rationale
•

•

Most Veterans transition to civilian life successfully. A small percentage struggle in a variety
of ways: finding work, accessing benefits and support, rebuilding relationships, and finding
somewhere to live. Nearly all have mental health and substance abuse challenges and there
is a disturbing proportion who are, or who have been in prison.
How many Veterans are in ‘housing need’ is still difficult to assess? Housing registers are
sometime inaccurate and lack outreach to capture data. Some Veterans are genuinely
‘street homeless’ whereas some are sofa surfing or living in ‘hostel-rooms’. National
statistics about Veteran homelessness vary enormously but an accurate estimate is that 46% of rough sleepers in London are Veterans. The needs of Veteran service families are also
difficult to assess although some good work is being done on a regional basis to improve the
collection of data.

•

Studies have shown that veteran pathways into homelessness are not dissimilar to anyone
else. There are similar traits of addition and indebtedness although veterans seem to
experience the situation differently and this may be down to the fact that their survival
instincts are better, and they are used to harsh environments. That said, the descent into
chaos and poor health is dramatic and the resources required to rehabilitate considerable.

•

Community Self-Build for Veterans as a division of Alabaré Christian Care and Support has a
lean approach to operations and has historically delivered numerous schemes across UK with
very small overheads. While this lean approach may prevent scale, it has not adversely
affected an impressive return on investment. It must be made clear that most veterans
socially excluded or in housing need do not possess the appropriate skills or capital to build
their own houses Assisting a selected construction company is both advantageous and lends
18 months to gain other life skills and qualifications. Changes in attitude, emotional stability
and behavioural change develop and lead to transition a term, that in this context, suggests
full term employment and independent living.
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2.1 The Fundamental Objectives for Leominster:
1. Recruit 9 veteran to a self-build project, 6 months prior to build.
2. Engage in clinical, physical, and behavioural needs assessments and interventions, 6
months prior.
3. Gain provisional acceptance from a housing authority and mandatory health and
safety qualification (CSCS) plus PPE.
4. Attend site for 2.5 days a week under supervision of a site trainer.
5. Gain skills and experience over 18 months.
6. Occupy and transition to independent living and full-time employment.

3. Measurement Criteria
•

Any evaluation of such a scheme must encompass both economic and ethnographic data
that considers the benefits and costs of the project leading to a benefit/cost ratio otherwise
recognise as a social value. These values are also based on continuous observation and
interviews throughout the process as well as comparisons with previous or existing veteran
schemes or civilian equivalents. Full details are at Annex B.

•

The scheme delivers economic benefits as the total scheme cost investment of £2.6 million
would create approximately 40 direct and indirect full time equivalent jobs and would
generate £1 million direct Gross Value Added and £0.7m indirectly via supply chains and
wage spending. Source: AMORE (Advanced Modelling of Regional Economies) Economic
Impact Tool, Impact.

•

The long-term benefits for the community are also clear. A study conducted in 2017 by the
University of the West of England for the Forces in Mind Trust (FiMT) found that for every £1
spent on a self-builder on such a scheme, between £4.70 and £7.20 was generated for the
local community.

•

The social benefits are significant as the scheme delivers 100% affordable housing to help
meet a mix of identified housing needs whilst helping reduce homelessness: the
engagement of the homeless Veterans and their individual inclusion back into the
community.

•

The other main benefit but one that is difficult and intrusive to measure outside of the
construction phase is the reunification of families, in particular a father having reasonable
access to their children. Evidence from recent government statistics indicate that 14.9% of
the families in UK are lone parent families and that lack of access to the other parent is often
exacerbated by poor housing and access.

•

The 15 (not all at the start) self-builders who committed themselves to the scheme were
eventually reduced to 6 at completion due partly to the stop/start nature of the project due
to COVID-19 lockdowns. Despite the staccato nature of the timeline some were incentivised
to find work and accommodation so while not
completing the training transitioned, nevertheless. Some
statistics are below.
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Type

Number

%

Total participants that
interfaced/joined the
programme

15

Not all joined at the start of
the scheme. Aspiration was 9
to finish.

Male

13

90%

Female

2

10%

Total participants that
completed programme

6 out of 9

70%

Male

5

90%

Female

1

10%

Substance misuse- drugs

8

60%

Substance misuse-alcohol

8

60%

Depression

12

80%

Anxiety

12

80%

Rough sleeper

7

45%

Ex offender

4

25%

•

•
•

Economic analysis suggests at this point that the project was highly cost effective. On
previous builds the pessimistic benefit/cost ratio in the previous schemes at York Road
Bristol and Weston Super Mare (2016/17 respectively) suggest that for every pound spent
there yielded some £2.60 and £2.60 of benefit, respectively.
The optimistic analysis for every pound spent at York Road and Weston Super Mare yielded
some £7.20 and £8.50, respectively.
The pessimistic forecast for Leominster is for every pound spent on the project yielded £7.35
and the optimistic forecast for every pound spent on the project yielded £ 10.26. See

3.1 Appendix B.
•

The Leominster project achieved this impressive result at a modest overall cost of £12k per
veteran. The accumulated net benefit would pay this back in 2 years under optimistic
assumptions.

•

Analysis shows a clear series of positive outcomes. All of these add to economic success.
1. 4 veterans did not re-offend or return to prison.
2. 1 veteran came off probation.
3. 8 veterans attend ‘addiction’ council.
4. 2 veterans relieved of hard drug-addition.
5. 2 families were re-housed.
6. All veterans declared improvements to their mental health by participation.
7. 4 families are up to this point re-united.
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4. Partner Agencies
•

•

•

•

•

Many success factors were derived from the multi-agency nature of this scheme. We thank
all our partner agencies for supporting the self-builders. At the heart of this was an
operational steering group organised by Hereford Council and attended by TRBL, SSAFA and
Alabaré. TRBL did a lot of careful negotiation with Hereford Council when referring the selfbuilders and over a considerable amount of time lent support and liaison services to assist
with recruiting. Historically TRBL and its outreach services have supported all the veteran
self builds including helping with temporary accommodation and the critical pathway of
drug and alcohol support (DAAS). The DAAS support post in Hereford was without doubt a
key success factor in getting some of the self-builders to the start line. This essential
relationship is illustrated by TRBL’s dedication over the past 10 years to help us deliver the
right outcomes. They remain the most consistent referral agency. Subject to a revised MOU
we look forward to working with TRBL in South Wales, Plymouth, South Gloucester, and
Chippenham.
The Longleigh Foundation provided much needed funding and consistent support to
underpin the scheme recognising the many social and community benefits. The Project
Management Team with the First Light Trust formed a unique partnership that contributed
enormously to the successful outcome of this project and in line with the Alabaré values and
key personnel made numerous personal sacrifices to ensure care and continuity were
maintained.
Stonewater Housing played a key role in making this scheme happen. They found the land
and negotiated with Hereford Council to arrive at a cost-effective solution and provided
continuity and support before and during the build phase. They were both caring and
sensitive to the needs of the veterans and generous when it came to equipping the houses
with floor coverings. They coped well during the pandemic and sought innovative ways to
maintain momentum.
SSAFA played an important role during the build helping provide the right care support to
the builders who went into lockdown and suffered isolation on several occasions. At the end
of the build, they assisted with the move in and liaison with benevolent funders to equip the
houses appropriately.
Harper’s Construction provided training and support to the self-builders. Clearly their site
was severely disrupted by the pandemic and they found themselves in great difficulty with
health and safety measures.

5. General Analysis
•

Analysis of Need: Estimates for the number of Service Leavers in Herefordshire have varied.
Variances remain between research and record methods and the definition of homelessness
versus housing need. National statistics would still suggest that 3% of national street
homelessness can be attributed to veterans. Despite the requirement for visibility of
numbers living in hostels or sofa surfing data is highly variable and regarded as ‘estimated’.
In the case of Hereford, the need was stated predominantly by TRBL with an emphasis on
complex needs. Alabaré Clinical Analysis of candidates led to some being refused entry on
the grounds of addiction and poor behaviour. These individuals remain on someone’s books
and therein is another challenge of how to approach the rehabilitation of a veteran who has
hit rock bottom and burnt many bridges on the way.
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•

Analysis of Aspirations and Goals: The scheme had several aspirations and goals based on
the assumption that if a veteran starts a build there will be a probability of them achieving
full time employment and independent living.
1. Personal changes in attitude and self-esteem will occur leading to lifestyle changes and
positive decision making. The process as a pre-determined twin track roadmap
incorporating mentoring and formal instruction that worked effectively despite C19
restrictions.
2. Lapses in concentration were monitored by the project lead who entered all
observations on the Alabaré Harmonia system. The outcome stars system was utilised
to good effect although it needs an overhaul.
3. Social Skills were dramatically improved by working alongside contractors and teammates. In some cases, there is no substitute for time, to allow habits to change and
attitude to improve.
4. Goals were challenged and reset regularly. Some of the veterans clearly could not wait
for the scheme to reboot after various lockdowns and delays so left. Despite this all
records were committed to Harmonia so that partial success factors were recorded from
economic analysis.

•

Standard Operating Procedures SOPs were adhered to overall, although the pandemic
created some peculiar circumstances. The self-builders charter needs to be rewritten and
aligned further with SOPs.

•

Self-Builders experiences prior to the scheme: All veterans joined the scheme with
complexity, acute needs and in 80% of cases a history of substance abuse (See Part 3).
Their route to housing need and homelessness generally mirrored those of the wider
homelessness population. Some demonstrated acute signs of combat stress, military
drinking culture and a lack of ability to cope post-service. Most agreed with the notion of
culture shock leaving the armed services where their temperament was well suited and they
‘fitted in’ but not in civilian life. All declared a degree of confusion, being over ‘sign-posted’
and unable to find a single point of contact where they could get help by way of an
integrated plan.

•

Pre-military adversity: Nearly all joined in their teens. 50% talked of difficult family
backgrounds and subsequent broken relationships. Many said that despite the
opportunities in military life they were offered little training, and most could not drive. Most
know nothing but the services post school where they never went to college, never had a
job, and just went straight in.

•

Culture Shock: All the veterans spoke of the culture shock of civilian life and trying to
transition from a very structured life, where everyday concerns such as food, shelter and
sporting facilities were provided for them. Many had no experience at all, of independent
living and were in some cases happy in a tent or car where there was little maintenance
required or overhead. Managing money and complicated forms and facing a different kind
of authority at DWP/JCP presented a significant psychological hurdle. The concept of wellbeing and diet was totally lost on most of the veterans and they failed to see many of the
benefits coming from a culture of 3 meals a day and plenty of it! Conversely, they all talked
about the emotional loss of esprit de corps, friends, teams, adrenalin rushes, travel and
most significant, identity.
“You can go from hero to zero in the drop of a hat -no-one really cares about you -you are just
a statistic, and no-one sees the real you……you used to be proud and stand up straight and
now well…. it’s just a huge loss.”
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•

Temperament: Military training will always encompass a degree of institutionalisation,
conformity. and disregard for the future. Behaviours where the mantra is ‘train for war’ are
developed to encourage aggression and a certain amount of spontaneous demand, traits
perhaps unhelpful in civilian life.
“I want to work in a team again and feel like I belong that I have a real purpose and I don’t
want to be bossed around by somebody who has never served.”

•

Trauma: Traumatic events in combat were often merged or confused with other events
possible due to harsh discipline, pre-service homelife, and the shock of culture change. All
spoke of sleepless nights, longing to be back with mates, missing the dead where thy felt
enormous guilt for still being alive.
“I don’t sleep, I just drink, then I get punchy and get in trouble – I will always be an
Infantryman—we are fighters, that’s what we do. I lost too many mates and they were sent
into battle with the wrong kit----there were never enough of us---we were fixed---that’s my
worst dream.”
There are obvious links between trauma and drink and substance abuse where money is
spent on tobacco and alcohol in front of all other needs. To sleep and to block out the
memories is a key requirement, and many spoke of as almost a badge of honour in that they
were survivors, nomadic drifting souls hovering in the sub-culture of the ‘street’ finding
comrades from the civilian world in the same boat. The consequences were no job, no
prospects, fighting over meagre resources, trouble with the police, court, and in a few cases
jail. Nobody blames the Army in fact the opposite where the culture is drink hard, train
hard, fight easy.

•

Support outside of Alabaré: Most veterans spoke about the lack of real support with their
mental health. Most said that PTSD is still a stigma and does not really exist in the military
where most are encouraged to show the stiff upper lip and use the platform of comradeship
to help them rather than the detailed analysis needed in a clinical one to one sense. Most
say it is better than it was and now probably easy to give someone the label of PTSD. All
spoke of the value of clinical psychological assessment.
“She told me I was not mad or bad or sad!”

•

Was the project cost effective? The pandemic created a considerable amount of turbulence
and continuity and attendance rates were lost on many occasions. Good management and
leadership meant that those ready to transition could, and of the 15 that were positively
influenced by the scheme almost all have achieved a successful outcome with 6 occupying
new homes on the building site and 85% gaining full time employment. The success of this
project in broad terms is due to thorough preparation, good leadership, good care, and a
mature multi-agency approach, leading to good outputs and successful outcomes. See
Annex B.

Pessimistic
Optimistic

•

Cost £
191,000
191,000

Benefit £
1,404,000
1,960.000

Ratio
7.35
10.26

The optimistic benefit cost/ratio suggests that for every pound spent on the scheme it
yielded some £10 of benefit. This is an impressive figure at a modest cost of some £12k per
self -builder. The accumulated net benefit would pay back this cost within 7 years on
pessimistic assumptions and 2 years on optimistic assumptions. Full details of the
calculations are at Annex B.
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“This project definitely gave me a new life and new hope---without it I would be back in
prison and missing my son more than ever……now I can bring him home.”
•

The overall Community Benefit is difficult to measure economically however there is clear
evidence of re-generation and the local area is full of renewed optimism. This type of
housing is in huge demand and the ½ bedroom houses were very sympathetically designed.

•

Relationships: Almost all the self-builders spoke of the breakdown of relationships before
the build and the break-up of families. In many cases this resulted with children without a
father and even with access no acceptable place to go or stay. With new flats and houses all
options were now on the table with children re-united with their fathers and mothers for a
period over Christmas 2020. In real terms the veteran community increased 100% after one
day of occupancy with two families re-united. In addition, at least two veterans spoke of a
renewed sense of independence and new friendships based on mutual trust rather than
inter-dependency. That said, the relationship with neighbours who were on the self-build is
still one of ‘comradeship’ and ‘we did this’, different to that with the civilians who occupied
the other 13 dwellings where the veterans adopt a rather protective approach, a positive
outlook, nevertheless.

•

Employment: A job and independent living go together for a successful outcome. During the
pandemic this has not been easy and 2 of the self-builders are finishing off their training in
construction, those courses being unavailable for the past year or so.

•

Mental Health: Generally, there were many observed improvements in mental well-being
and a willingness to seek help when required. For those with serious challenges the support
network is now well established however there will be a significant period of monitoring the
veterans to help with the first six months of independence and ‘letting go’. There is
evidence from this build and others that some will require help all their lives, because of
their injuries.

•

Physical Health: Extra-curricular activities linked to creativity and spirituality have helped all
the veterans enormously. There is a clear neuroscientific link to physical brain
enhancements and the singularities in forms of ‘attention activities’ such as walking up a hill
or looking after an animal for example. This must be done in a structured way as part of a
menu of interventions which in turn are used in the coaching and mentoring periods where
individuals assess their progress.

•

Identity: All the veterans complained about those who seek support who had never
completed training and were not authentic veterans. According to those who had
completed tours of either Iraq or Afghanistan they should not be given the status of
‘veteran’ and were responsible for breeding an ‘entitlement culture’.

6. Success Factors
•

Overall success for this project is measured by veterans, who were, given the right support
and challenge, inspired to meet the scheme halfway and find the motivation to complete a
year’s training with a view to full time employment and independent living.

•

A Key component of the build is the community element where a veteran finds themselves
reintegrated into society where they are recognised by the rest of the community for their
service to the country. Relationships form very quickly. and it is a key part of transformation
to feel a degree of comfort out of uniform.

•

The Project Manager plays a pivotal role, and it is their leadership that shapes the journey
for all participants. The project manager on this scheme provided excellent support and
worked many extra hours to bring the scheme to a successful conclusion under the shadow
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of the pandemic. Key to the success is the strategy of routine and sticking to pledges and
memorandums of understanding. It has never been regimented or procedural for the sake
of it, just a, ‘meeting us halfway’, and a will to ‘keep going’. His full report is at Annex A.
•

The support given by the ‘First Light Trust’ was exemplary and solved many of the teething
problems at the start of the build particularly locating and facilitating temporary housing.

•

We are careful not to overload the self-builders; this empathy is hard to manage sometimes
however it is critical to growing a person’s self-awareness and self-esteem. In practical
terms it represents a menu of different activities packed around the central theme. Not
everybody of course wants to be a builder and their needs also must be met.

•

The reforming of family units is also a key outcome of the build where the often,
acrimonious circumstances are softened by the prospect of a secure location and hope for
the future. Veteran communities alongside their civilian counterparts often double in the
first month of occupation.

•

Veterans earn their right to occupy a dwelling they have helped build. It is not something
free and no sense of entitlement is encouraged.

•

Focus: All the veterans who joined the scheme had very different stories and goals, but one
thing unifies them and that is their desire for a secure home. Some of their comments are
below.
‘I have somewhere safe I can bring my boys to’.
‘Having this focus has kept me out of trouble and given me something to look forward to’.
‘Until recently I was living in a hedgerow eating birdseed!’
‘Being back in a team is great but we are not living on top of each other having somewhere
that you own’.
‘Now I can shut a door at night and feel safe’.
‘You will never know what this really means to me’.

•

Support: Complex needs veterans require a considerable amount of expertise and agility to
help them realise their goals. The self-build scheme involved a great deal of empathy,
experience, and personal judgement. With each challenge, the PM must decide, depending
on the individual and the context- whether to offer emotional support, a listening ear,
referral to more specialist help, a pep talk to enforce rules and boundaries or something
else. As well as getting the self-builders into good habits and a daily routine, other support
was provided on a regular basis. This was highly tailored to the changing needs of each
individual self-builder, and would include practical support, such as food parcels, help with
budgeting, helping to find somewhere suitable for each self-builder to live during the
project, organising and funding training courses and helping to equip the flats when the selfbuilders were ready to move in.

•

Recruitment and referrals Perhaps the most demanding element of a self-build is recruiting
the self-builders. Referrals come from a variety of directions and gaining knowledge and
understanding becomes a daily battle. Many referrals will have done Form ‘A’, but it sadly
remains the case across the board that many, if not most, will have had no personal
developmental training let alone professional development. It is, to use an analogy, a
‘snakes and ladders’ board and there usually some very difficult ladders to climb. At the
outset clinical intervention from a specialist psychologist is expensive, but incredibly helpful.
It sets the first recovery part of the process in motion with a degree of tempo and is the very
benchmark that gives a unique insight into someone’s character and what the really need as
opposed to what they want.
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7. Conclusions
•

•
•

•

This was a very successful self-build for veterans despite the enormous pressure exerted by
the pandemic. The self-builders are to be commended for staying with the programme
despite other attractive offers and distractions and while only six occupied another 8
transitioned successfully having been inspired by the programme and its inspirational
output.
Self-Build as a concept has huge potential for affordable housing and transitional services.
Details for what we have achieved so far with veterans and future aspirations are at Annex
C.
Delivering such a programme is demanding both physically and emotionally. Dealing with
the complex needs of veterans is at best frustrating and extremely time consuming. It
cannot be judged by numbers alone and must be championed for the positive impact it
delivers on behalf of the wider service community.
The Project Manager is pivotal to the success of the mission. It takes commitment and
patience in equal bucketloads to succeed. In this case the contribution made, and
determination given made by the Project Manager were exemplary and a first-class example
of authentic leadership in difficult circumstances.

KSW Hames MBE FRGS FRSA

COO Alabaré Community Self Build (Veterans)
For
CEO Alabaré Christian care and Support
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Annex A to Leominster Report
Leominster Self Build Project – Project Manager’s Report
Project Manager: Gary Chapman
PRE-BUILD
•

The Project manager (PM) must engage with as many agencies within the build area as possible.
This is paramount when it comes to homing veterans near the build site. This was pivotal at
Leominster in conjunction with the First Light Trust.

•

A base will need to be established, ideally, an Alabaré house in the area or, if there is not one, an
agency that will allow the PM to base themselves there. In Leominster there was nowhere, and I
worked from cafes until First Light Trust allowed me to base myself at their office. This was a
game changer, as I had WIFI and a place to meet the veterans, all of them at once, if need be.

•

Any veterans that are referred to the project MUST have the correct referral paperwork where
the PM can assess what if any help the veteran needs and indeed if the veteran fits the criteria
for the project. This should be down to the PM, and not the housing association, this worked
well at Leominster and proved to be the way forward if the PM keeps in mind the ‘aim’ of the
build and indeed the community that will be established on completion.

•

The veterans should be recoded on to ‘Harmonia’ as part of the Community Self Build. And an
IOR done after 3 months.

•

The PM needs to be invited on to the monthly Military Covenant meetings, to advertise and
update on the project.

•

All veterans must ‘give or deny consent’ with the use of their images and video.

•

A system or agency that deals with the CSCS card process needs to be identified, this could be
‘building hero’s’ however timing is crucial in this as veterans may leave the project if applied for
too early. This is a 3-part process.

•

A meeting with the building contractor should happen at the earliest stage to discuss the
veterans on site, a porta cabin for the duration is paramount and gives the veterans a focal
point. Ideally, the contractor should assign a site supervisor who is there for the veterans and
can liaise with the PM to come up with a ‘scheme of work’ as the build progresses. This was the
plan; at Leominster however, the assigned person was re-deployed, and so we found work for
ourselves by speaking to the contractors. The cabin was for everyone, so no chance for training,
storing kit and indeed, at the end, no cabin at all.

•

The challenge of the pre-build phase is keeping the veterans interested and occupied whilst
waiting for the build to start, the Building Hero’s Course is 5 weeks long, but is residential and so,
an accommodation and feeding plan needs to be prepared. In Leominster we took part in
various walks in Brecon, which worked well, not just as an activity, but having those ‘One to
Ones’ with the veterans in that environment. These proved very successful.

•

On the Leominster project, we had 2 days together in a hostel in Brecon. This was again very
helpful as a bonding exercise, and to do some early training on their ‘mind-set’. This is the stage
where the PM needs to look at the ‘employability’ of the veterans and what career path they
wish to pursue, that will give the PM and idea of those who wish to have a career in
construction, so these veterans can be identified with the building contractor.
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•

In the same aspect, if possible, the PM should get the veterans out on walks in the local area.
This is again great for ‘bonding’ and mental health.

•

Close communication and regular updates to the ‘Housing association’ are needed to keep up to
date numbers, this needs to be one point of contact where a good relationship must be
established.

•

On the Leominster Build, we went to the local school to create an art competition to design
posters for the site boarding. This kept the local community involved, helped advertise the
project and brightened up the site. There was a small prize for those chosen.

BUILDING PHASE
•

PPE is needed and should be provided by the building contractor, although on the Leominster
build, I gained funds from the local council for the veterans work boots.

•

A list of all the veterans’ medical needs and medication must be in the site office in case the PM
is off site, and an incident occurs.

•

The PM must ensure all veterans attend a site induction and any ‘toolbox’ talks that take place.

•

A scheme of works is needed to establish what each veteran can do and indeed at what phase of
the build.

•

A timetable is needed for the PM to state who is on site and on what days, this helps with the
above point. I had those who did not want a job in construction on site 2 days a week, and those
who did want to be in construction industry 4 days a week to maximise exposure with the
construction company.

•

The PM will need to ensure that they are happy with the work given to the veterans for example
working at heights etc. and ensure all relevant risk assessments are completed for the works in
question.

•

The PM should ensure all veterans that turn up to site are a) on time and b) able to work and not
under any influences.

•

A porta cabin of our own is paramount as it provides a place to store kit, a place to shelter in
inclement weather and as a training facility.

•

The PM will need Wi-Fi on site with either a dongle or other software, this will enable the PM to
continue working whilst on site and gives the veterans an access to the internet if required for
courses, applications etc.

•

As this phase can be quite long, we broke up the routine in Leominster by having organised
group walks, this was very beneficial.

•

The PM must liaise with any contractors brought in to ensure they are happy to work with the
veterans and are aware of any medical or other issues the veteran may have.

•

During this phase, courses may also be attended if the opportunity arises, however the PM will
need to use their discretion at what stage on the build this would be beneficial.

•

Recruitment at this stage can continue however, a ‘cut off’ date is needed with liaison with the
CEO, and housing association.

•

The PM must ensure that they are invited to all site meetings between planner, contractor, and
housing association to brief all concerned on the veterans and any issues that have arisen.
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•

When a completion date has been issued, the PM needs to start the process with the relevant
agencies in order to obtain ‘white-goods’. Form A.

•

Liaison with all PR personnel is to be controlled through the PM to ensure any PR is done with
consent and to give the project the best possible coverage.

POST BUILDING PHASE
•

This phase ‘post build’ is 6 months care and support of the veterans, with the aim of the veterans
independently living and either working or on route to employment.

•

A vehicle and a ‘moving plan’ will be needed including liaison with the landlords that the veterans
have been living with to ensure a smooth transition into the new builds.

•

The PM must ensure all veterans are able to pay their rent and bills; some will have never done
this before this can be done in the build up to completion.

•

During this phase, the PM must work on CV’s, job applications and courses for employment.

•

Liaison with relevant PR personnel is needed to ensure good coverage of the project and ensuring
the veterans are protected and only those that have given consent.

•

This phase does not warrant the PM being on site 5 days a week, and so can be utilised in future
or potential projects.

•

All veterans’ details will now need to be updated on Harmonia i.e., addresses.

•

During this phase liaison with other agencies to see if, any other furniture and household goods
can be acquired for the houses, in the case of Leominster it was with SAAFA (form A) and First
Light Trust.

•

There is a danger in this phase of the veterans relaxing sitting in their new house and losing
interest, the idea is for them to ‘thrive’ not ‘survive’ and so regular contact, walks CV workshops
are essential, also part time work can now be taken up to bridge the gap up to potential full-time
employment.
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Annex B to Leominster Report
Economic Considerations Leading to Measurement of Value
Code

V1

V2

Situation on joining scheme
V1 is a 37-year-old single man
who served 1m8 months in
the RAF before leaving on
personal grounds. He was
sofa surfing. The First Light
Trust referred him to us as
someone who was homeless.

Experiences on site
Attended and passed the
Building hero's course, and
obtained his CSCS Card.
Helped by First Light Trust

Latest Situation
V1 left the scheme after his course,
moved in with his girlfriend and found
work with a building contractor as
ground worker and plumber.

Future Assumptions
Family ties improving and
optimistic income of 400 a
week for 12 years

V2, a 39-year-old single man
who, when referred to me
(from Add Action) was living
in a tent. V2 was homeless
due to the breakdown of his
relationship and a historical
drug habit. He homeless with
the local council with Add
Action, also we helped him
find a local flat.

Attended and passed the
Building hero's course, and
obtained his CSCS Card.
Helped and progressed by
Add action
Flat provided

V2 left the scheme after his course and
was happy to live in his flat, he is now
working with a landscaping company

Has achieved transition
works for Gardening
Company -family ties
improving with optimistic
income of 300 a week for 12
years
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V3 was a 26-year-old single
man who served in the Royal
Corps of Signals, completing 2
tours of Afghanistan. V3 has
PTSD: V3 was very keen to
get on the build and was
working towards his CSCS
card, V3 was also in the
process of getting a support
dog.

V3 did not get to the end of
construction phase, he was
supported and was training
for his CSCS card.
Long history of assistance
from military charity.
First Light Trust
Drug support
Combat Stress
Support Dog

V3 relocated with a job and work
placement outside of the area.
Employed and good job.
Excellent transition effort from CSBA

Optimistic earnings of 600pw
for 12 years

We got V4 through his CSCS
card course.

V4 decided to take advantage of a job
offer and moved into a rented house
and completed his probation.
Qualified tele-handling -went to LHR for
employment.

Job with scaffolding company
–working and family
reunion. Optimistic earnings
of 600pw for 12 years

V4

V4 came to us from
probation, having served in
the Light Infantry. V4 had no
additions and was extremely
keen to work on the build. He
did have some building
experience. Probation was
very happy with his progress;
he was living in Leominster in
a shared house.
Probation

Unfortunately, V5 refused
all help and would not
engage with any of the
agencies that were trying
to help him.

Due to his refusal to engage V5 was not
suitable for the scheme and was placed
on the reserve list in case of a change of
mind. V5 never returned.

Not engaged

V5

V5 was a 26 yrs. old ex Light
Infantry solider who was
living in his car when we first
meet him. We managed to
get him into a B&B in the
local area with the help of the
‘First Light trust’. V5 had
alcohol issues and was invited
to engage with the local
agencies.
Probation

V3
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V6

V6 was a 51 yr. old single man
living with his parents after
the breakup of his marriage.
V6 served 6 years with the
Royal Green Jackets. V6 had
historic issues with alcohol,
which caused the breakdown
of his marriage and the loss of
his job.

V6 was offered
employment and housing
during the scheme. He
continued with drug and
alcohol support.
Has regained employment

Employed and settled in a relationship

Optimistic earnings of 600pw
for 12 years

V7 did engage and passed
his CSCS card qualification,
however for recovery
purposes disengaged from
the build.
Drug and mental health
support.
HGV qualified
Rehabilitation residential

The scheme had a very positive
influence on V7. He is now working and
living with his wife in Bristol.

Employment and family
reunion. Optimistic earnings
of 600pw for 12 years

V7

V7 was a 35 yrs. old single
man who served in the Light
Infantry and was living in a
tent when we first met him.
We managed to get him in a
caravan on a local site, so he
was near the build. V7 had
drug issues and was
struggling to overcome this.
Probation

V8 had sporadic
engagement with all
agencies and was in trouble
with the police on several
occasions, skipped bail and
probation.
Drug and mental health
support

V8 did not engage fully with the scheme
and was placed on the reserve list in
case of a change of mind. V8 has not reoffended and has it appears turned over
a new leaf and is working. His interface
with the scheme was a positive
influence.

Now in employment with
optimistic earnings of 300 pw
over 12 years

V8

V8 was a 44 yrs. old single
man who served in the Royal
logistic Corp. He was living in
a private rented flat in
Leominster. V8 has had issues
with alcohol and mental
health but was seeking help
with various agencies.
Probation
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V9

V10

V11

V9 was a 31 yrs. old single
man who served in the
Intelligence Corp. He became
in housing need after some
mental health issues living
with his parents in Hereford.
V9 is now serving with the
reservists with the RMP
V10 is a 34-year-old veteran
who served in Iraq with the
REME. V10 Suffers with shortterm memory loss due to a
head injury, as well as a
diagnosis of Huntington’s
disease. Due to V10’s
memory loss/Head injury, he
requires support. V10 spent a
year learning to walk again
after his discharge from
hospital

V9 was working towards his
CSCS Card. V9 has a civil
engineering qualification
which he has never used;
he had shown an interest in
working with humanitarian
agencies abroad.
Mental health support
V10 spent 2 days a week in
Leominster where he works
alongside fellow peers.
Clinical interventions with
mental health support.
CSCS qualified

V9 decided to withdraw from the build
and explore new avenues, he is still a
reservist, and was put on the reserve
list. Transition however was successful

Employment and
family. Optimistic earnings
800pw for 12 years

V10 has moved into his 1 bedroom flat
and is very happy, his bills and
insurances are all set up and is very busy
furnishing his new home. This is his first
home of his own.

V10 will struggle to work in
full time employment and
will need support. We are
looking at options for him
V10 has also volunteered to
look after the 'Veterans
Garden' on the site.
Optimistic earnings of 200pw
for 12 years

V11 is an 83-year-old single
man who served with the
Royal Artillery; he is currently
living in a caravan in
Leominster. He is single and
has access to a workshop
where he makes works on
projects, (he is a carpenter by
trade) V11 is working towards
his CSCS course

V11 has been working in
the carpenter’s workshop
instead of on site, this was
for 2 days a week if he was
up for it (due to his age)
however V11 was more
than happy to work there
until the COVID virus struck
when he had to shield.

V11 has moved into his 2-bedroom
house and is coming to grips with all the
room he has. It is his first real home and
is busy putting things into place. I
managed to get V11 a larger shed so as
he can continue with his love of wood
working.

V11 is retired but is more
than busy with his shed but
also enjoying his newly
formed community. He has
offered other veterans
training in carpentry
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V12

V13

V12 is a 27-year-old-man
single and living in a shared
house in Leominster; V12
served with the Rifles
completing 2 tours of
Afghanistan during his 5
years, leaving due to personal
issues. He has no addictions
or mental health issues. V12
has just not had any support
or advice after his marriage
dissolved. He also did not
have access to his 1yr old son.

V12 passed his CSCS course
and 'Building Hero's'
course. As V12 would like
to work in construction he
worked 4 days a week.
During lock down he
helped clear an elderly
lady’s garden adjacent to
the build. V12 worked with
all contractors on site and
showed a great work ethic.
SMSTS qualified
telehandler

V12 has since attended and passed his
site supervisors course and is booked in
for his tele handler course. V12 moved
into his self-build 1 bedroom house and
is very happy filling it. V12 with our help
has now regular access to his son.

V12 will be applying for
construction jobs on
completion of his tele
handler course, we are
working on his CV now in
preparation. Family reunion
and optimistic earnings of
600pw for 12 years

V13 came to us from
probation; he is 35 years old
and single. V13 served briefly
with the Light Infantry. V13
was very nervous and
suspicious of everybody when
I first met him. Probation is
very happy with his progress.
Probation

V13 passed his CSCS course
and the 'Building Hero's'
course. As V13 would like
to work in construction he
worked 4 days a week.
During lock down he
helped clear an elderly
lady’s garden adjacent to
the build. V13 worked with
all contractors on site and
showed a great work ethic.
SMSTS qualified
telehandler

V13 has since attended and passed his
site supervisors course and is booked in
for his tele handler course. V13 moved
into his self-build 1 bedroom house and
is very happy filling it. We have started
to fill his house with some great
donated furniture.
Mental health support ongoing.

V13 will be applying for
construction jobs on
completion of his tele
handler course, we are
working on his CV now in
preparation.
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V14

V15

Ex WRAC, solider V14 who
served 6 years being
medically discharged. V14 is a
50-year-old single mother of
three children. She has
multiple medical conditions
and aliments which affect her
daily life. V14 has turned up
to all meetings and training,
she was very keen to start the
build and develop her skills.

V14 was very limited in
what she could do on site
and was pencilled in to
work 2 days a week.
Initially V14 attended and
passed her CSCS
qualification. V14 worked
in the porta cabin in an
administration role. V14
also had a hand in choosing
kitchen colours and
flooring.

V14 has moved into her 3-bedroom
house and has settled in. V14 has 3
children and has been shielding due to
the virus. V14 has been busy moving
furniture from her old home and is very
house proud of her new home.

Due to the many Medical
conditions, she is unable to
work, V14 is also looking
with our help at some other
funding to get some
adaptations carried out on
her home that will be
needed in the future.

V15 is a 51-year-old single
man, who served in the
REME, for 3 years, he has
some mental health issues
that affected hi punctuality.
V15 was made homeless
when his mother who he was
caring for died. At one time
living in his van, he was based
in Leominster. V15 had found
himself a part time job and a
local flat.

V15 attended and achieved
his CSCS card. FS worked 2
days a week as he longs for
a career in 'Cyber Security~
he worked well with all
trades and passed on his
experience to the other
veterans on site.
Cyber Security qualified
Part 2 pending

V15 has since passed his first
qualification in Cyber Security. V15 has
also moved into his new 2-bedroom
house and has settled in nicely. V15 has
helped other veterans with their homes
and moving in.

V15 will be attending the
second part of his Cyber
security course once the
lockdown is over. We have
started on his CV and will be
looking for employment once
he has passed his final
course. Optimistic earning at
600 per week for 12 years
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Project Costs
Costs Summery
Individual costs
Bad loans
House contents
Staff 1
Staff 2
Expenses
Management Fee
Transport
Training
Food
Total

£

10000
75000
42000
10000
18000
2000
30000
4000
191000

Pessimistic Forecast of Benefits
Individual
Benefits
Assumed
earnings per
week £
Assumed years
full employment
Income tax to
state £
NI contributions
£
Additional VAT
£

V1

V2

V3

V4

V5

V6

V7

V8

V9

V10

V11

V12

V13

V14

V15

400

300

400

400

0

400

400

300

600

200

Nil

400

400

Nil

600

8

8

8

8

0

8

8

8

8

8

0

8

8

0

8

18000

16000

18000

18000

0

18000

18000

16000

22000

8000

0

18000

18000

0

22000

210000

9000

8000

9000

9000

0

9000

9000

8000

11000

4000

0

9000

9000

0

11000

105000

3000

2600

3000

3000

0

3000

3000

2600

4000

1200

0

3000

3000

0

4000

35400

UC
allowance/living
allowance
saved (1yr only)
Housing Benefit
saved £
CJS
Reduced
probability of
suicide £
Reduced
possibility of
homelessness
£
Counter factual
assumption
Total monetary
benefits

15000

15000

15000

15000

0

15000

15000

15000

15000

15000

0

15000

15000

0

15000

150000

32000

32000

32000

32000

0

32000

32000

32000

32000

32000

0

32000

32000

0

32000

384000

150000

150000

150000

Totals

450000
10000

60000

C

B

A

A

A

A

B

A

B

A

A

A

77000

73600

77000

77000

77000

227000

225600

84000

69200

77000

222000

74000

Counterfactual Assumptions
Assumption A
Unemployed
Pays no tax
Pays £700 p.a. NI
No additional VAT
Works 50% of time
Claims HB 60% of time

Assumption B
Lower earnings
6 years @ £400 p/w
£832 less tax
£499 less NI
£170 less VAT
No HB
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Assumption C
Lower earnings
5 years @ £440 p/w
£416 less tax
£250 less NI
£85 less VAT
No HB
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Optimistic Forecast of Benefits
Individual
Benefits
Assumed
earnings per
week £
Assumed years
full employment
Income tax to
state £
NI contributions
£
Additional VAT
£

V1

V2

V3

V4

V5

V6

V7

V8

V9

V10

V11

V12

V13

V14

V15

600

400

600

600

0

600

400

400

800

200

Nil

600

600

Nil

600

12

12

12

12

0

12

12

12

12

12

0

12

12

0

12

25000

24000

25000

25000

0

25000

24000

24000

30000

12000

0

25000

40000

0

25000

304000

15000

12000

15000

15000

0

15000

12000

12000

18000

5000

0

15000

15000

0

15000

164000

7000

4000

7000

7000

0

7000

4000

4000

5000

3000

0

7000

7000

0

7000

72000

UC
allowance/living
allowance
saved (1yr only)
Housing Benefit
saved £
CJS
Reduced
probability of
suicide £
Reduced
possibility of
homelessness
£
Counter factual
assumption
Total monetary
benefits

25000

25000

25000

25000

0

25000

25000

25000

25000

25000

0

25000

25000

0

25000

300000

50000

50000

50000

50000

0

50000

50000

50000

50000

50000

0

50000

50000

0

50000

600000

150000

150000

150000

Totals

450000
10000

60000

C

B

A

A

A

A

B

A

B

A

A

A

122000

115000

122000

122000

122000

265000

265000

128000

97000

122000

287000

122000
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Annex C to Leominster Report
Previous Builds and Future Aspirations
Location
West Street

Council/HA
Bristol/Knightstone

Dates
2014

Stonehouse

Plymouth/DCH

2016

York Road

Bristol/Livewest

2016/7

Wrexham

Wrexham/Ty Dawr

2016/7

Weston S
Mare
Leominster

North Somerset
2017
Livewest
Hereford/Stonewater 2020

Plymouth 2
Cardiff
Ludgershall
Chippenham
Old Sarum
Worcester
South G

PCC/Livewest
Cardiff Council

Worcester
South Gloucester

April 2021
2021
2021
2021
2022
2021
2021

Capital Cost
1.5m
26 flats
2.5m
20 flats
1.3m
12 flats
1.6m
16 flats
2.0m

Self-Builders Value
12
1:4.20

2.0m
8 houses
/10 flats
2.5m

12

1:6.30

12

1:7.20

12

1:4.90

12

1:8.50

9

1:10.26

12

Notes:
1. All blue highlights are pending Plymouth 2 being the first in April 2021.
2. Value denotes for every 1 pound put in society gets the right-hand value back so in
Leominster case for every pound spent society gets £10.26p back in savings.
3. It is worth noting that on this chart alone since 2014 we have built 14 million pounds worth
of affordable houses and flats.
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